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For all the people 

who have been fighting

to save Planet Earth



A is for Apocalypse, coming any day



B is for the Billions, who will be swept away



C is for the Carbon we put up in the sky



D is for the Doomers, all some can do is cry



E is for the End of days, sooner than you think



F is for the Feedback loops... better have a drink!



G for Giant fires, stronger every week



H is for our Habitat, dying as we speak



I is for the Arctic Ice, disappearing soon



J is for January, which now will be like June



K is for the Killer waves, coming for us all



L is for the Lower depths, where clathrates wait on call



M for Methane monster, waking from his spell



N for Naysayers in charge, pretending all is well



O is for the Optimists, who think we’ll stay alive



P is for the Preppers, who think that THEY’LL survive



Q is for the Question, how can we stay sane?



R is for the Rain bombs, coming daily like a train



S is for the SRM, which may just make things worse



T for global Temperature, veering off its course



U is for the Underfed, losing body mass



V for water Vapor, another greenhouse gas



W for Wet bulb temperature, a term we’ll all know soon



X is for Xtinction, or living on the moon



Y not try to save the earth from this awful brink?



Zero chances? Hope? Despair? Say, what do YOU think?



This book is intended to inspire action, provide support, 

and point to information about the climate crisis.  

For a glossary of terms, sources, and resources  

- including support links for readers who are anxious 

and links for taking action - 

please visit www.theapocalypsealphabet.com.

The illustrations in this book were done with  

pigment ink on bristol board. 

The text type is Apocalypse Alphabet which was made  

for this book by Gayle Madeira using Calligraphr.

Designed by Gayle Madeira.



is an abecedarian book revealing the many 

climate disasters that are either currently 

upon us or are looming due to human  

action or inaction.
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